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A FEW NOTES...

All items are ready to hit the sales floor! Planner Books and Weekly

Planning Sheets are shrink wrapped with retail packaging. Simply place

your price/UPC tag on each unit. 

We recommend displaying and marketing the Planner Books and

Planning Sheets together. The products are best when used together and

make for an easy up-sell. 

We are happy to share any product images, videos, etc. for social media or

other promotion. We would also love to post, tag, and share your posts.

Please find us @myorigamiday. 

Since our products are intentionally different, we would love to offer a

brief time management and product training to your team! This will not

only help you sell the products, but bring a little balance to your busy

lives.

Product use guides and additional resources are also available for

download on the Product Tutorial section of our website. 

After placing your order through our online order form, you will receive

an invoice via email. Online payment will expedite order fulfillment, but

we also accept checks. 

We do not require a minimum. Instead, a $20 fee for fulfillment & shipping

will be added to all orders. 

We have to charge sales tax of 9.25% unless a certificate of resale is

provided. 

Any purchase of 8 or more Planner Books will include a free Planner Book

for display.

We are humans who love interacting with other humans. If you have any

questions or concerns, please contact us at retail@origamiday.com.

 

Thank you and we look forward to working with you!

https://origamiday.com/pages/product-tutorials
https://forms.gle/orig6Mp253CTJFpy7


PRODUCTS

14 monthly calendar pages (undated)

Next Year overview

88 blank pages

Elastic closure / Pencil holder

7” x 9.25”

Grey logo emboss on cover

Additional Images: https://origamiday.com/products/planner-book

Origami Day Planner Book - $24.00
MSRP: $48

Product Specs: 

SKU: PB-UN-03



PRODUCTS

Horizontal Layout WS-H-01 - About the size/shape of a standard sticky

note when folded. First fold is 'hot dog' style.

Vertical Layout WS-V-01 - About the size/shape of most smart phones when

folded. First fold is 'hamburger' style.

8.5 x 11"60 sheets per pad

Single side

Black & white

Additional Images & videos : https://origamiday.com/products/weekly-sheets

Origami Day Weekly Planning Sheets - $12.00
MSRP: $25

Product Specs: 

SKU: WS-V-01

SKU: WS-H-01



ABOUT US

Once upon a time, Samantha Lane was living the “American Dream." Waking

up each day to accomplish too many things in not enough time, and living a

little on the side. Then, she experienced a life-changing surgery and realized

that how you spend each day is how you spend your life.

 

After years of juggling full-time careers and passion-based side-hustles,

Samantha started Origami Day to help others bring balance to their busy lives.

Through a unique philosophy, easy-to-implement training, and proprietary

tools, Origami Day helps individuals to be present in their lives without

sacrificing productivity.

 

As a reformed workaholic, Samantha now empowers others to create a

lifestyle of balance and provides the tools to maintain it through prioritization,

planning, and time management training.

 

Origami Day is a rapidly growing small business, which is already leaving a

wake of happy customers. The company is committed to working with select

retail partners to spark a cultural shift through beautiful, effective, gender

neutral, gift-able products. All products are currently designed and

manufactured in the state of Tennessee. 



CONTACT & ORDER
www.origamiday.com

865-234-0260

sam@origamiday.com

YouTube, Instagram, & Facebook: @myorigamiday

PLACE ORDER

https://forms.gle/orig6Mp253CTJFpy7

